Sea Kayaking in Scotland,
Faroes, Iceland and Norway
The experience of kayaking in the humbling wilderness on all
our expeditions is guaranteed to stir your soul. Paddle under
towering cliffs, through hidden caves, or drift quietly as you
unobtrusively watch wildlife, absorbing the majestic scenery.
‘Getting out amongst it’ is our philosophy, and that is exactly
what we do. Weather permitting, the kayaking activity is
normally available anytime the other expeditioners go out.
Rather than travelling large distances, our aim is to see as
much as possible. We paddle anywhere between
5-15 km / 3-9 mi. (2 to 4 hours) per outing, sometimes taking
a snack and a flask of hot chocolate to enjoy on our excursion.
Each group of up to 10 kayakers (per guide) generally visit the
same wildlife sites as our fellow expeditioners. However, the
size of our kayaks means that we also have the opportunity to
access areas that are often not accessible by Zodiacs.

When we visit these wild places, the elements play an
important role. It is important that you have an adventurous
attitude and understand that our kayaking time will be
affected by the weather that we experience

How to book:
If you have intermediate paddling experience and would
like to participate in our sea kayaking option on your
voyage please return a completed sea kayaking activity
form. Our kayaking guide will review your form for
suitability and experience before approving your place in
the kayaking group.

Required experience
For most of these regions you should be an intermediate
paddler, active in the outdoors and have an adventurous
spirit. Condtions can be varied and you require experience
paddling in ocean swell and wind.

Regular exercise is recommended, as the fitter you are the
more you will enjoy the experience. The more paddles you
can do before the trip, the better (we recommend at least 3 to
4 outings prior to your voyage).

Number of outings per voyage

You do not need to be an expert or know how to roll.
However, you are required to be able to swim and you
should have experience in a wet exit and assisted re-entry.
You should also be proficient at putting on a spray skirt by
yourself, and be comfortable paddling on seas with up to half
a metre swell. It is also important that you gain some practice
getting into a kayak from a pier, wharf, or deep shoreline
where you can’t step into the kayak from standing position.
All this can easily be practiced at home before your trip. You
should paddle in a variety of weather conditions to prepare
for your trip.

Sea kayaking is offered in place of regular shore excursions.
We aim to paddle as often as possible. Depending on the
voyage, we generally aim to paddle twice per day.

Our guides do not offer instructional classes for beginners.
Therefore, the kayaking option is unsuitable for complete
novices. If your experience is limited, we’d encourage you to
call us to discuss your suitability. There is often ample time to
gain the required experience before you depart. We may be
able to recommend a reputable sea kayak operator in your
area for some tuition prior to the trip.

Our Guides

Please note: Your guide will assess your ability on the initial
paddle, and if you have insufficient experience, he or she
reserves the right to restrict your participation in rougher
conditions.

Fitness requirements
You should be fit enough to paddle for up to three hours at
a time, and climb between moving Zodiacs on the water.

Group size
Our guide to paddler ratio is 1:10 and we provide an
accompanying safety Zodiac.
There are 20 places available on these voyages.

Age limit
Kayakers should be aged 14 or over.

Our guides have many years of kayaking experience in these
exciting destinations. The guide will lead the group on
each excursion, explaining facts about the wildlife and other
highlights as we come across them.

Booking allocation:
Each kayaking place is for one person only.
Passengers are unable to ‘share’ a kayaking place as the
kayaks and drysuits are customised for each individual at
the beginning of each voyage.

The Kayaks
We primarily use Point 65 plastic kayaks. 5.2 metre long
doubles and Whiskey 16 Tour and Sea Cruiser singles.
Single kayak use will be at the guide’s discretion, depending
on group numbers and individual experience. They are all
a sit-in style, well-suited for day trips and launching quickly
from the ship.
The kayaks are quite stable and we generally launch in deep
water from our specially-designed floating kayak platform
behind the ship or alternatively, from Zodiacs. We will always
paddle back to the ship in deep water unless conditions are
too rough and return to the ship by Zodiac.
In the unlikely event of a capsize, the guide will assist by
righting the kayak and stabilising and pumping it out.
Paddlers will re-enter with the guide’s help, or with a support
Zodiac. With drysuits and warm clothing underneath we are
comfortable in cold water for up to half an hour. Note that the
kayaks have separate compartments with bulkheads, so they
float after a capsize.

Equipment included
• Rudder and skeg kayaks
• Werner paddles
• Safety equipment
• Male and female PFDs
• 15-litre dry bag
• Neoprene boots (available sizes 4-14)

• Male and female goretex dry suits with waterproof 		
socks attached
• Pogies (insulated mittens that attach to your paddle)

What to bring
You will be required to bring your own clothing to wear under
your dry suit. We recommend:
• Thermal top and bottoms: one light-weight and one
medium- to heavy-weight. Wool is excellent.
• Two pairs of pile or polar fleece pants
• Gloves: two pairs, one thin and one thick
• Socks: Heavy thermal socks (2 pairs)
• Headgear: Warm cap, beanie or balaclava
• Swimsuit or polypropylene underwear to wear under your
thermals
• Waterproof sunscreen blockout and lip balm
• Sunglasses with side visors and tie or string for attaching
them to prevent loss
• Water bottle: 1 to 2 litre capacity
• Waterproof binoculars: Recommended for wildlife viewing
from the kayak
• Dry bags, waterproof bag or Pelicase for camera/phone.
• Paddling jacket that is wind proof and water resistant.

Wind and weather

highly recommended for good cameras. The kayak hatches
are not large and will not take a Pelican case larger than the
1400 model. A 1300 model is better suited if your camera and
lens combination fit. However, you may be able to strap a
larger case onto the back deck of the kayak.

These northern waters are warmer than the polar regions but
water temperatures around 12 °C/ 53.6°F mean you may opt
to wear your paddle jacket on a warm, sunny day or our dry
suits on a cool day.

What if the weather changes during an outing?
We do not attempt to paddle too far away from the ship the emphasis is on experiencing the destination rather than
travelling long distances. Your guide will be in constant radio
contact with our ship captain and expedition leader and if we
need to return to the ship a Zodiac can be called.

Surf landings are not likely. Be prepared though to paddle in a
small swell or wind chop, with winds up to 20 knots.
We will not paddle if wind conditions are too strong and there
is no sheltered area for paddling.
If the weather changes during our outing we will head back
to the ship and perhaps join a shore excursion. The ship’s
captain, expedition leader and kayak guide always maintain
close contact to ensure a safe paddling experience.

Travel Insurance
Travel insurance including emergency evacuation coverage, is
mandatory on all Aurora Expeditions voyages. You will need to
ensure that your insurance policy covers you for your activity
and any related equipment. An additional policy or premium
may be required to ensure you have adequate coverage.
Please contact Aurora Expeditions if you need assistance with
your insurance policy.

Paddling amongst the wildlife
Kayaking in these wild places offers a unique wildlife
experience with possible encounters with seals and basking
sharks. We’ll have the opportunity to view some of the largest
sea bird colonies in the northern hemisphere.

Can I share my kayaking place?

Activity Surcharge

No. Each kayaking place is for one person only. Passengers are
unable to ‘share’ a kayaking place as the kayaks and dry suits
are customised for each individual kayaker at the beginning of
each voayge.

The Sea Kayaking activity is available for an additional
surcharge and includes guided excursions and kayaking
equipment. Please refer to our website for the cost of
kayaking on your chosen voyage.

What if I decide I don’t want to paddle?

Frequently asked questions

Outings are not mandatory and you are given the opportunity
to paddle as much or as little as you like. However, we do
encourage you to get out as much as you can! Please note
that the activity surcharge is non-refundable and we are
unable to assist you if change your mind once on board. If you
decide to fully cancel your participation in the activity during
the voyage, please be aware that you will not be entitled to
a refund - neither partially nor fully. Contact our team for
further details on our kayaking cancellation policy.

Can I carry anything in the kayak?
Yes, you will be supplied with a with a 15-litre dry bag for
extra clothing, binoculars and anything that needs to be
kept dry. You should also carry a water bottle. You are also
welcome to bring along your own 5-10 litre dry bag for
personal items.
Can I bring my camera?
Yes, but we highly recommend a waterproof camera or
phone, or a good quality waterproof case. Pelican cases are
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Sea Kayaking in Scotland, Faroes,
Iceland and Norway
Please complete this activity form and return with your expedition booking form.
All questions are required to be answered in full if you wish to confirm your kayaking place.
To ensure you have a safe and enjoyable kayaking experience we recommend you are a kayaker of an intermediate standard
who has paddled recently, preferably in a variety of conditions. You are required to be able to swim and we highly recommend
you practice a wet exit and assisted re-entry prior to your voyage. Weather permitting, the kayaking activity is normally available
anytime the other expeditioners go out.
If your experience is limited, we’d encourage you to call us to discuss your suitability. There is often ample time to gain the required
experience before you depart for your voyage. We may be able to recommend a reputable sea kayak operator in your area for some
and preparation tuition prior to your trip.
On your initial outing your kayaking guide will assess your ability. If you have insufficient experience, the guide reserves the
right to restrict your participation in rougher conditions or longer outings. Please ensure you fully read and understand our
terms and conditions and have read our information sheet before completing this form. Contact our expedition experts if you
have any questions.

Passenger Details
Expedition Name:

Expedition Date:

Surname:

Given Names:

Date of Birth:

Gender identity:

Nationality:

Country:

Address:
City:

State:

Email Address:

Phone Number:

Please advise us of your height, weight and shoe size so we can ensure we have appropriate kayak and drysuits sizes.
Height (cm or ft)

Hips (cm or in)

Shoe Size (specify country)

Sea Kayaking Experience
What level of sea kayaking experience do you have? Which type of crafts do you have experience with?
Beginner

Intermediate

Expert

Sea kayaks

Whitewater kayaks

Surf ski

Single kayaks

Double kayaks

How many times (approximately) have you paddled in the last two years?
0 times

1-5 times

6-20 times

20+ times

Have you ever paddled in a drysuit and / or sprayskirt before?

Yes

Have you completed any sea kayak courses? Please list them outlining when and where.
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Sea Kayaking in Scotland, Faroes,
Iceland and Norway
Please complete this activity form and return with your expedition booking form.
All questions are required to be answered in full if you wish to confirm your kayaking place.
**Mandatory: Please provide a detailed list of your previous paddling and relevant outdoor experience, including where you have
paddled and in what type of kayak/s. Please include lakes, rivers, open ocean.

Have you paddled in cold water conditions before (below 7˚C / 44.6˚F)?

Yes

No

Have you completed a wet exit?

Yes

No

Have you practised an assisted recovery?

Yes

No

Print Name:
Signature :

Date:
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